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Abstract—Prediction of machining process capability in the
design stage plays a key role to reach the precision design and
manufacturing of mechanical products. Inaccuracies in machining
process lead to errors in position and orientation of machined features
on the part, and strongly affect the process capability in the final
quality of the product. In this paper, an efficient systematic approach
is given to investigate the machining errors to predict the
manufacturing errors of the parts and capability prediction of
corresponding machining processes. A mathematical formulation of
fixture locators modeling is presented to establish the relationship
between the part errors and the related sources. Based on this method,
the final machining errors of the part can be accurately estimated by
relating them to the combined dimensional and geometric tolerances
of the workpiece – fixture system. This method is developed for
uncertainty analysis based on the Worst Case and statistical
approaches. The application of the presented method is illustrated
through presenting an example and the computational results are
compared with the Monte Carlo simulation results.

Keywords—Process capability, machining error, dimensional and
geometrical tolerances, uncertainty analysis.

D

I. INTRODUCTION

ESIGN for manufacturing (DFM) is the basis for
concurrent engineering (CE) to provide guidance to the
design unit in improving of the product quality and to reduce
manufacturing and assembly costs. Applying DFM in early
stages of precision product design is necessary and significant.
One aspect of the precision DFM is the error analysis of the
manufacturing process. In manufacturing processes, especially
the CNC machining, fixtures are the effective cause of the
error propagation on features of the produced part. Fixture
design is a complex problem that involves consideration of
many operational requirements and has important connection
with product quality and manufacturing cost. Fixtures are
necessary elements of production processes as they are used to
hold workpieces during most of manufacturing, inspection,
and assembly operations [1]. Cecil et al. introduced a threephase methodology for the fixture design activity has been
developed [2]. The three phases include predesign analysis,
functional analysis, and productivity improvement. The design
of fixtures is an extremely complex process that requires the
experiences of the human designers and for a given
workpiece, multiple solutions may exist. Subramaniam et al.
presented a multi-agent fixture design system which harnesses
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the advantages of genetic algorithms and neural networks. The
presented system attempts to capture the related domain
knowledge and uses it to produce acceptable solutions
efficiently [3].
When a workpiece is located on a fixture for machining or
assembly operations, errors from several sources (e.g. setup
errors and manufacturing errors such as machine vibration,
tool-path errors, tool wear and tool deflection) affect the
datum and target features on workpiece. Inaccuracies in
workpiece location lead to errors in position and orientation of
machined features on the workpiece, and thus, strongly affect
the assemblability and the quality of the product. Therefore, a
fixture must accurately locate a workpiece in a specific
position and orientation with respect to a cutting tool or
measuring device, or with respect to another component, such
as in assembly processes (e.g. in a welding process).
Many researchers have worked on the effects of locating
errors on the product quality with the aim of proposing more
precise methods for evaluating these effects. Asada and By
developed a kinematic model based on the full-rank Jacobian
matrix of the constraint equations as a criterion that can be
used to analyze the fixture layout and deterministic location
scheme [4]. Rong and Bai considered the dependence of
machining errors and operations in a tolerance analysis
approach to estimate the machining errors in terms of linear
and angular dimensions of a workpiece under a fixture design
[5]. Choudhuri and DeMeter presented a model that relates
datum establishment error to locator geometric variability [6].
The proposed model is limited to dimensional and profile
tolerances in linear machined features that are bounded by
planar workpiece surfaces. Rong et al. presented a locating
error analysis approach for set-up planning and fixture design
that included three techniques; a fixturing coordination system
was defined to simulate the actual locating situation, a
vectorial tolerance zone definition was explored and a locating
error evaluation algorithm was developed with sensitivity
analysis functions [7]. Zhang et al. presented an analytical setup planning approach with three techniques; an extended
graph to describe a feature and tolerance relationship graph
and a datum and machining feature relationship graph, seven
set-up planning principles to minimize machining error stackup under a true positioning GD&T scheme; and tolerance
decomposition models to partition a tolerance into
interoperable machining errors [8]. Sangnui and Peters
developed a mathematical model based on the NewtonRaphson technique to estimate the impact of component
irregularities at the locating points on the location and
orientation of a workpiece with cylindrical components [9].
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W
Wang presented a mathemaatic method to estimate loocating
errror in the conttact zones of fixture-workp
f
ieces in whichh there
arre the locatoor positionall error and workpiece datum
geeometric errorr [10]. Kang eet al. used thee Jacobian maatrix to
foormulate thee relationshhip betweenn locating point
displacements and workpiecce displacem
ment. The prooposed
method takes innto account tthe error caussed by both llocator
m
poosition error aand locator defformation [11]. Xiong et all. [12],
[13] and Deng aand Melkote [14] developedd fixture modeels and
opptimized the locator
l
layoutt as the deterrministic locattion is
onnly one of thhe locating schemes beingg able to hold the
woorkpiece in tthe desired poosition. Qin et al. presentted an
annalysis methodd that was abble to charactterize the effeects of
locating source errors based oon the position and orientattion of
the workpiece [15]. With thiss model, the loocating principple and
a criterion of the robust opptimal designn were propossed to
mprove the loocating qualityy of the fixtuure. Chaiprapaat and
im
Ruujikietgumjornn developed a mathematicaal model to ppredict
geeometric variaation of a resuultant-machineed surface whhen the
tolerance of a ddatum feature iis given [16]. Abe et al. preesented
T 3D
a method for thhe machining error compensation [17]. The
suurface data of the machined part is modiffied according to the
m
machining error measured by CMM and a compensateed NC
3 surface daata for
prrogram is gennerated from tthe modified 3D
the machining eerror compensation. Armillootta et al. propposed a
method to carryy out kinematicc and tolerancce analysis throough a
m
f
coommon set of geometriic parameterrs of the fixture
coonfiguration. Based on thee presented m
method, in a poor
deesigned fixturee, the analysiss provides sugggestions to pllan the
neeeded corrections to the loccating scheme [18]. Vishnuupriyan
et al. presented a method bassed on the genetic algorithm
m that
mize both workpiece elastic
caan simultaneeously optim
deeformation annd geometric errors of loocators [19]. They
deeveloped a finnite element model of thee workpiece fixture
f
syystem that obbtained the ellastic deformaation of workkpiece
unnder machininng loads. Zhhu et al. pressented a preddiction
m
model of a worrkpiece locatinng error causeed by the setupp error
annd geometric iinaccuracy of locaters for thhe fixtures wiith one
locating surfacce and two locating pinss [20]. Khoddaygan
mathematical method whicch can be useed for
introduced a m
eliiminating thee deviations of the locatted workpiece, the
resultant geometric variationns are expresssed in the llocator
errrors on the fixture [21], [22]. Basedd on the preesented
m
method, the dispplacement andd rotation erroors of the workkpiece
caan be compenssated by adjustting the lengthh of locators.
In this paperr, an efficientt matrix-basedd approach foor high
acccurate predicttion of the caapability of m
machining proccess is
introduced. In order to reach to this aiim, a mathem
matical
foormulation of machining ffixture modeling is propossed to
esstablish the rellationship betw
ween the macchining error aand its
soources. Unlikee previous metthods, the proposed approacch can
prredict the maachining errorrs of the parrt which hass been
involved with combination of geometrical and dimennsional
tolerances of thee workpiece aand the fixture. Using this m
method,
the actual possition of prooduced featurres on the loocated
woorkpiece can bbe estimated aaccurately. Thhe proposed m
method
is a useful tool for designers,, manufacturees and inspectoors for
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preccision design and manufaccturing of mecchanical partss and
control of the fiinal product aaccuracy undder the producction
proccesses.
II. MATHEMATIC
CAL MODELING
G OF LOCATIN
NG ERRORS IN T
THE
FIXTUREE LAYOUT
N
Now consider a workpiece llocated on a fi
fixture as show
wn in
Fig.. 1. Let XYZ system be thhe global coorrdinate system
m and
the ith locator bee defined at ““O” relative too it. Suppose
andd
be possitions of the ith contact ppoint betweenn the
worrkpiece and the ith loccator in nom
minal and actual
conditions, resppectively. Forr mathematiccal modelingg of
locaating errors in fixture layoutt, the followinng assumptionns are
madde. First of alll, according too the fundameental principlees of
fixtuure design, thhe located worrkpiece is in contact with alll the
six locators whicch are locatingg it. With assuumption of lim
mited
smaall errors, thiss assumption seems rather logical. Seconndly,
the located workppiece is assum
med to be rigidd, i.e., they doo not
p
defoorm by locatting process. Moreover, tthe contact point
betw
ween the locaator and the workpiece is assumed to be a
poinnt. The workppiece can slip on locators; thhis means thaat the
prim
mary or nominnal contact points between tthe workpiecee and
the locators may bbe different. T
The nominal taangent plane too the
worrkpiece with nominal
n
geom
metry (without any tolerancees) at
the nominal posittion of the conntact point cann be described by;

 : n. r p  rnlp   0

(1)

wheere n is the unnit normal vecttor of the nom
minal tangent pplane
at tthe nominal ccontact point, ‘.’ representts the dot prooduct
operator, rp is thee position vecctor of any pooint existing inn the
nom
minal tangent plane and rnllp is the posittion vector off the
nom
minal contact point betweenn of the workkpiece and the ith
locaator at nominaal condition.

Fiig. 1 The schem
matic of nominall and deviated taangent planes oon a
general w
workpiece

L
Let the locatinng errors due to manufacturring sources aat ith
locaator position be δl where the contact ppoint changedd on
locaated workpiecce. The new
w tangent plaane (Γ) at actual
condition, the oriientated unit nnormal vector ( ) and channged
) should bee defined. In a similar waay to
contact point (
equation of tangeent plane at nominal conditioon, the equatioon of
p
at actual condition cann be defined ass
the new tangent plane
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  : n .  r p  r nlp   0

Let ro be the position vector of the center of the locator i
(see Fig. 1). The radius of the locator i at nominal and actual
respectively. The locating error
conditions are and,
( ) due to manufacturing sources as the manufacturing error
and the manufacturing error of workpiece
of locator
in at ith locator position can be modeled as;

 l   rl   rm
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,

(2)

(3)

(9)

0

where
and
are the machining error and the locating
error on the ith locator in the fixture layout, respectively.
Solving for the machining error in the implicit equation
system of tangent planes at the actual situation would require a
nonlinear equation solver. For linear analysis, the equation
system can be linearized by the first order Taylor’s series
expansion. The linearized equation system can be written as;
  
  

 X  
 L  0
 X 
 L 

Therefore, the position of contact point at actual condition
(
) can be expressed as

This equation can be written in matrix form as;

rnlp  rO   l   l  n

 A . X    B . L   0

(4)

where the orientated unit normal vector ( ) can be
determined as

n   Ω .n

(5)

where n is the unit normal vector of the nominal tangent plane
at the nominal contact point and is an orthogonal rotation
matrix that can be expressed as
cos  cos 
Ω  cos  sin 
  sin 

sin  sin  cos   cos  sin 
sin  sin  sin   cos  cos 
sin  cos 

cos  sin  cos   sin  sin  
cos  sin  sin   sin  cos  
cos  cos 


(6)
, and
are the rotation components of the located
workpiece around x-, y-, and z- axes, respectively.
is the position vector of any point existing in the
The
actual nominal tangent plane that can be expressed based on
the position of contact point at nominal condition (rnlp) as;

rp  Ω .rnpl  

(7)

where is the pure small translation vector of the workpiece
due to manufacturing errors.
III. MATRIX-BASED MODELING OF MACHINING ERRORS
The tangent plane equation at the actual situation (1) can be
expressed as an implicit set of equations (Ψ
0 where
1,2, … ,6 or
0) for all six locators. This equation system
is appropriate to describe the small translations and the small
rotations of the located workpiece on the fixture due to
locating errors. The implicit equation system of the tangent
plane at the nominal situation in general form can be
expressed as;
,

0

(8)

(11)

To develop a general relationship between the machining
error and the locating errors (that is called assembly function)
in the explicit form, the equation system can be expressed as;

  X   S  .   L 

(12)

where [S] is the sensitivity matrix expressed as;

S     A  .  B 
1

(13)

[A] and [B] matrices can be calculated as;

 A ij    i x j 
where

i and j  1 to 6

(14)

1 to 6 are , , , , , , respectively.

for

 B ij     

i

 l j 

i and j  1 to 6

(15)
 i l j
B ij  
0


i  j
i  j

∆ and ∆ matrices are the locating error matrix and the
machining error matrix, respectively.
By solving (12), the small translation vector and the small
rotation vector of the located workpiece can be obtained
based on the computed machining error matrix. Using these
vectors, the actual position of any point on the located
workpiece features related to its nominal position can be
expressed as;

rap  Ω .rnp 

(16)

where rnp and rap are the nominal and the actual position
vectors of a point on the located workpiece, respectively.
IV. ERROR ANALYSIS

In a similar way, the implicit equation system of tangent
planes at the actual situation in general form can be written as;
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(10)

In general form, the assembly function (12) can be written
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ass a mathematiical relation bbetween the ddependent varriables
(thhe machining error matrix)) and indepenndent variablees (the
locating error m
matrix). Therre are two m
major types off error
annalysis based oon the assembbly response fuunction; Worsst Case
annd statistical methods. T
The Worst Case and stattistical
m
methods are tw
wo useful appproaches in toolerance analyysis of
mechanical systtems [23]-[26]. In this sectiion, these twoo types
m
off error analysiss approaches aare briefly reviewed.
A. Worst Case Approaches
Case (arithmettic) analysis ssimply supposses all
The Worst C
efffective variabbles in the asssembly functioon are at maxximum
orr minimum lim
mits of relatedd tolerances too simulate thee worst
poossible combinnation [23]. Itt is, however, very rare in reality
that all the com
mponents in a case study falll at their maxximum
orr minimum tollerance levels at the same ttime. Thereforre, this
m
method does noot present the rreal results in tthe error analyysis.
For error annalysis based on the worstt case conceppt, the
prroposed methood can be ussed in two sttrategies. Thee main
difference betw
ween these twoo approaches iis in using thee signs
off sensitivity annd error valuees in the relateed computatioons. In
the first approaach, called thhe standard W
Worst Case annalysis,
onnly absolute vaalues are usedd in the relatedd computationns. The
prroper relation for standard W
Worst Case annalysis based on the
prroposed methood can be writtten as [27];
n



 x i   S ij .  l j
j 1



wheere Sij is the ccomponents off the sensitiviity matrix, ∆ and
∆ are the com
mponents of the locatingg error and the
macchining error m
matrices, respeectively.
Iff the analytic assembly funnction is non-liinear, an extennded
Tayylor series appproximation caan be used. Inn problems where
w
the assembly funnction is not available in analytic
a
form
m, the
quadrature technnique and Moonte Carlo simulation cann be
utiliized. Based onn the quadratuure technique, an approximaation
of thhe assembly fu
function shouldd be defined [28].
M
Monte Carlo simulation metthod is a comp
mputational toool for
erroor analysis off mechanical aassemblies, under very genneral
situations. Montee Carlo simulattion can be ussed in all situattions
which the abovve three technniques can be used
u
and can yyield
in w
morre precise esttimates. The Monte Carlo simulation iis an
iteraative method based
b
on usingg a random nuumber generattor to
simu
mulate effects of variations due to errorss on the effecctive
variiables in a system
s
studiedd according to their expeected
behavior.
V. CAPPABILITY OF MACHINING PR
ROCESS
P
Process capability indices ((PCIs) are exxtensively useed to
deteermine whetheer a process iis capable of producing obbjects
withhin customer specificationn limits or nnot. In generaal, a
proccess capabilityy index comppares the naturral variability of a
proccess (see Fig. 2). In general form, the PCII can be defineed as

(17)

whhere Sij is the value of sensitivity matrix,, ∆ and ∆ aare the
vaalues of the loocating error aand the machiining error maatrices,
respectively.
In the secondd approach, caalled the direcct method, thee error
vaalues are usedd directly intoo the analyticc assembly fuunction
annd the compuutational resuults contain tthe sign effects of
seensitivity and eerror values, ttherefore this method yieldss more
prrecise results.
Approaches
B. Statistical A
There are sevveral methodss available forr the statisticaal error
annalysis. Basicaally, the methhods can be caategorized intto four
claasses [27], [288];
– Linear prop
pagation method (Root sum square methood)
– Non-linear propagation m
method (Extennded Taylor seeries)
– Numerical integration meethod (Quadraature technique)
– Monte Carllo simulation method
m
The linear prropagation meethod can be used
u
if the asssembly
fuunction is a linnear. The roott sum square method is bassed on
the method of system
s
momennts. Assumingg that the compponent
feature dimensiions are indeppendent and nnormally distriibuted,
prroper relationn for the staatistical analyysis based oon the
prroposed methood can be writtten as [29];
2
 n

 x i     S ij .  l j  
 j 1


12

(18)
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Figg. 2 Process cappability index ppresents a relatioonship between the
actual proceess performancee and the specifi
fication limits

T
The capabilityy ratio (CR)) was used to describe the
capaability of proocesses whenn the averagee of the prooduct
charracteristic wass positioned att the nominal specification [30].
When the product average is att the nominal specification, both
the lower and thhe upper speciifications are an equal disttance
m the low ennd and high end of the pproduct variaation,
from
resppectively. The arithmetic forr the CR is;

A 1.33 capabiility ratio is tthe minimum required by m
most
mannufacturers annd can easily be determineed for the process.
Totaal production variation for each control point (CP) onn the
prodduced feature can be geom
metrically definned as a spheerical
zone with radiuss
that caalled the totall variation spphere
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(T
TVS). The cennter position off TVS coinciddes with the noominal
poosition of the correspondingg control poinnt (see Fig. 3). The
TV
VS is locus of points that tthe actual possition of CP m
may be
prrobabilisticallyy positioned in it. The
can be ddefined
through two appproaches;
i.. Worst case concept;
(19)

|

|

whhere
and
are thee actual and thhe nominal positions
off CP with respect to the globbal coordinate system (GCS).
ii.. Statistical cconcept;
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(20)
whhere is the standard devviations of thee actual positions of
CP
P with respecct to the GCS
S. k is an inteeger multiplierr of
baased on k-Siggma concept. Similarly, thee total specifiication
caan be defined as a sphericall zone with raadius
that called
total specificatiion sphere (T
TTS). The TV
VS and the TT
TS are
cooncentric (Figg. 3). The
is the allow
wance error of the
coontrol points.

Fig.4 The tolerrances of workppiece due to thee manufacturingg
processes witthin the previous stages of the pproduction line

P
Positions of loocators with respect
r
to the global coordiinate
systtem and the related normal unit vectors at locatorss are
repoorted in Tablle I. The locator and worrkpiece geom
metric
erroors to implement in proposed method are present in T
Table
II.

Fig.5 Thee schematic of ffixture layout annd locators

Fig. 3 Geomeetrical variationns of the controll point (CP) on the
t
producced feature

TAB
BLE I
PO
OSITION VECTORS OF THE LOCATO
ORS AND THE RELA
ATED NORMAL UNIT
N
VECTO
ORS IN THE GLOBA
AL COORDINATE SYSTEM
Position
Normal unit
 rm
 rL
Locators
vectors
vector
(60, 5, 70)
(0, 1, 0)
-0.04
0.05
L1
(20, 5, 20)
(0, 1, 0)
-0.02
0.05
L2
(90, 5, 20)
(0, 1, 0)
-0.06
0.05
L3
(30, 45, 0)
(0, 0, 1)
0.01
0.00
L4
(80, 45, 0)
(0, 0, 1)
-0.02
0.00
L5
((110, 45, 40)
(-1, 0, 0)
-0.01
-0.01
L6

The CR for tthe control pooint i on the prroduced featuure can
bee defined as;
(21)

C
CR

whhere
and
are radii of TVS and T
TTS, respectivvely.
The capabiliity ratio of the machininng process ccan be
esstimated throuugh the CRs that calculatted for the ccontrol
pooints of producced features;
,

,…,

(22)

VI. APPPLICATION
In this section, a case studdy is presentedd to demonstraate the
efffectiveness off the proposeed method. Coonsider an exxample
whhere a workpiiece is graspeed by 6 locatoors of a fixture. The
m
manufacturing processes create some geometric erroors on
features of the llocated workppiece within thhe previous staages of
the production line. These ggeometric erroors are presennted as
the dimensionall and geometrric tolerances on some featuures of
the located workkpiece as illusstrated in Fig. 4.
The configurration of locattors in the fixxture layout annd the
related global cooordinate systtem (GCS) aree shown in Figg. 5.
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TAB
BLE II
THE FIXTURE AN
ND WORKPIECE GEOMETRIC ERRO
ORS AT LOCATORS
δx
δy
δz
δα
δβ
δδγ
Method
Direct method -0..0268 0.0303 --0.0403 -0.000066 -0.00057 -0.000060
0.00669 0.0509 0.0483
0
0.000577 0.00057 0.000060
WC
0.00323 0.0243 0.0439
0
0.000344 0.00045 0.000045
RSS
μ -0..0027 -0.0015 -00.00452 0.000033 -0.00004 0.000001
Moonte Carlo
σ 0.00310 0.0273 0.0432
0
0.000377 0.00044 0.000046

T
The machiningg error matrixx based on thhe proposed ddirect
metthod can be computed byy substituting the error vaalues
direectly into the analytic asseembly functioon (12). Also,, the
com
mponents of m
machining errror matrix aree computed uusing
stanndard Worst Case, RSS and Monte Carlo simulaation
metthods. The ressulted componnents of machhining error m
matrix
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arre reported inn Table III. For Monte Caarlo simulationn, 200
raandom values are generatedd for componeents of the loocating
errror matrix as input variables into the ssystem of equuations
baased on the noormal (Gaussiaan) distributioon type. Let and
bee the computeed mean and standard deviiation of workkpiece
errror matrix com
mponents, resspectively. Onn the other hannd, the

mputational reesults from M
Monte Carlo simulation
s
meethod
com
are dependent oon the numbbers of iteratiions and invvolve
uncertainty. Therrefore, it is uuseful to present the compputed
resuults of Monte Carlo simulaation in intervval form based on
3 concept ([
3 ,
3 ])) are presented
d in Table III.
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TABLE III
THEE RESULTED COM
MPONENTS OF MAC
CHINING ERROR MATRIX
δx
δy
δz
δα
δγ
δβ
Method
-0.02685
0.03029
-0.04028
-0.00006
-0.00057
-0.000600
D
Direct method
0.06686
0.05086
0.04828
0.00057
0.00057
0.00060
WC
0.03235
0.02430
0.04390
0.00034
0.00045
0.00045
RSS
Monte Carlo [--0.0958,0.0904] [-0.0834,0.0804] [-0.1342,0.1251] [-0.0011,0.0011] [-0.0014,0.0013] [-0.0014,0.00014]

Con
ntrol
poiints
CP1
C
C 2
CP
C 3
CP
C 4
CP
C 5
CP
C 6
CP
C 7
CP

TABLE IV
THE RESULTS BASED O
ON BOTH THE PRO
OPOSED METHOD A
AND SIMULATIONS IN A CAD/CAM
M SYSTEM
Actual positioon of control poiints in GCS
D
Deviation
Nominaal position of
control points
p
in GCS
Proposed metthod
Simulaation results
Proposed methood
Proposed m
method
(5.00,885.00,85.00)
(5.07,85.04,855.02)
(5.07,885.04,85.02)
0.083
0.0833
0.060
(5.00,660.00,55.90)
(5.04,60.04,555.92)
(5.04,660.04,55.92)
0.0600
(5.00,885.00,25.00)
(5.04,85.04,255.02)
(5.04,885.04,25.02)
0.0600
0.060
(5.00,770.00,10.00)
(5.02,70.04,100.02)
(5.02,770.04,10.02)
0.0499
0.049
(5.00,225.00,85.00)
(5.04,25.04,855.03)
(5.04,225.04,85.03)
0.0644
0.064
(105.000,30.00,85.00)
(105.04,29.99,884.97)
(105.044,29.99,84.97)
0.0511
0.051
(105.000,60.00,34.10)
(105.03,59.98,334.06)
(105.03,55.98,34.06)
0.0544
0.054

According too Table III, thhe results baseed on the prooposed
direct method, unlike the ressults of standaard Worst Casse and
rooot sum squaree methods, coontain signs + or -, because in the
direct method tthe error valuees and sensitivvity coefficiennts are
ussed directly innto the analyttic assembly function.
f
Therrefore,
this method yiields more prrecise results than the staandard
W
Worst Case metthod. By compparing the com
mputed resultss based
onn the standardd Worst Case and root sum
m square methhods in
Taable III, it is observed
o
that tthe componennts of the machining
errror matrix estiimated by the statistical metthod are tighteer than
those estimatedd from standaard Worst Casse analysis. On
O the
otther hand, the computationaal intervals based on Montee Carlo
mulation coveer the results fr
from other threee methods.
sim
For verificatiion of the com
mputed results, the workpiecce and
the related fixtture with thee specific geometric detaiils are
mulated in a CAD/CAM
C
syystem. To conssider the accurracy of
sim
the computed machining
m
erroor matrix, the seven
s
control points
onn the located workpiece arre defined (seee Fig. 6).Theen, the
related geometrric workpiece and locator errrors based on Worst
D model, annd the
Caase concept are imposed on the CAD
chhanged positioons due to thee errors and reelated deviatioons on
the control poinnts can be obttained. On thee other hand, based
onn the proposedd direct methood, the actual pposition (rap) of any
coontrol point onn the located workpiece feaatures relativee to its
noominal positioon (rnp) can bee computed byy using (16) aand the
resulted machinning error mattrix of (12). U
Using the com
mputed
mple point wiith respect too their
acctual positionss of any sam
noominal positioons, deviationns of the conntrol points ccan be
esstimated. The nominal andd the resultedd actual positiion of
coontrol points w
with respect to the global coordinate systeem and
alsso the obtainned deviationns in positionn of control points
through both the proposed dirrect method annd the simulattion in

International Scholarly and Scientific Research & Innovation 10(7) 2016

the CAD/CAM system are repported in Tablee IV. Accordinng to
Tabble IV, the prooposed methodd presents thee exact resultss that
obtaained throughh the simulatiion in the CA
AD/CAM sysstem.
Theerefore, the pproposed metthod accurateely computes the
locaated machininng errors due to the geomeetric errors inn the
worrkpiece and the fixture.

workpiece and tthe
Fiig. 6 Position off control points on the located w
relatted global coorddinate system (G
GCS)

T
The capabilityy ratio of thhe machiningg process cann be
estim
mated througgh the CRs tthat calculatedd for the control
poinnts of producced features. Based on tthe computatiional
resuults in Table IIV and
0.1
as thhe allowance error
of thhe control poiints, CRs are calculated forr all control pooints
(Figg. 7). Accordinng to Fig. 7, tthe control poiint 4 with the best
quality has the maximum
(
2.04)) and the control
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pooint 1 with thhe worst quallity has the m
minimum
(
1.20). Thereforre, according tto (22), the caapability ratio of the
machining proccess is equal with the minnimum CR ass 1.20.
m
=1.2 repressents a good ccapability ratiion for
Hoowever, the
the machining process. Theerefore, compputational resuults of
Rs determinee that the machining
m
proccess is capabble of
CR
prroducing objeccts within custtomer specificcation limits.
Using the prroposed methood helps desiggners, manufaactures
annd inspectors tto investigate and to controol the final acccuracy
off products uunder manuffacturing (esppecially the CNC
m
machining) annd the assem
mbly processees. Based oon the
m design of thhe locating layyout of
prroposed methood, an optimum
fixxtures can be resulted to reeduce the geometric errors of the
finnal product annd to improve the quality off the fixture loccating,
including the reeconfiguration of locators.

metthods) and staatistical analyysis (the roott sum square and
Monnte Carlo sim
mulation methhods) were ddiscussed andd the
com
mputational results were coompared with the results off the
CAD
D simulationns. Accordingg to these comparisons, the
propposed methodd presents thhe accurate and determinnistic
resuults that obtainned through thhe simulation in the CAD/C
CAM
systtem. The comp
mputational ressults of CRs ddetermined thaat the
macchining proceess is capablee of producinng objects w
within
custtomer specificcation limits.
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